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* Event display for an exclusive γγ→γγ candidate in ATLAS, where one of the photons converts in the transition radiation tracker volume

Equivalent Photon Approximation

Introduction

Probing small x parton densities in ultraperipheral AA and
pA collisions at the LHC
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▪

QUASI-REAL PHOTONS FROM

Boosted charged-particles are intense source of photons

[from Prog. Part.
Phys.
39processes
(1997)
503]
We calculateNucl.
production rates
for several hard
in ultraperipheral
proton-nucleus and nuc
nucleus collisions at the LHC. The resulting high rates demonstrate that some key directions in small x res
• these
B
proposed for HERA will be accessible at the LHC through these ultraperipheral processes. Indeed,

Quasi-real photon flux

LAAdLγγ /dW, cm–2s–1GeV–1

▪

Emax ~γ/R ~2 TeV (protons @LHC)
~80 GeV (Pb ions @LHC)
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Phys. Rept. 364 (2002) 359]
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surements can extend the HERA x range by roughly a factor of 10 for similar virtualities. Nonlinear effec
the parton densities will thus be significantly more important in these collisions than at HERA.

•

PACS numbers:

•
Studies of small x deep inelastic scattering at HERA
continued and extended by studies of ult
substantially improved our understanding of strong inheavy ion collisions (UPCs) at the LHC. U
teractions at high energies. Among the key findings of
teractions of two heavy nuclei (or a proto
•
HERA were the direct observation of the rapid growth
cleus) in which a nucleus emits a quasiof the small x structure functions over a wide range
that interacts with the other nucleus (or pro
of virtualities, Q2 , and the observation of a significant
collisions have the distinct feature that
probability
with approxemitting nucleus either does not break up•o
v=o for hard diffraction consistent
imate scaling and a logarithmic Q2 dependence (“leada few neutrons through Coulomb excitatio
ing twist” dominance). HERA also established a new
substantial rapidity gap in the same direc
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tions pioneered at HERA: parton densitie
diffraction. The third, quarkonium producti
The importance of nonlinear QCD dynamics at small
previously
This is already the
Photon
Approximation.
has been cussed
first developed
by [4, 5, 6]. It was shown
x isideaoneofofthetheEquivalent
focal points
of theoretical
activityIt (see
E. Fermi [57]. Often this method is also called Weizsiicker-Williams-Method
E. J. scattering
Williams [I351
can extend the energy rang
e.g. Ref. [1]). Analyses suggest that the strength of as AA
√
and C. F. v. Weizsicker [134] independently
extended Fermis idea. A good review ofcharacterized
results and various
by sγN , by about a factor
the interactions, especially when a hard probe directly
PHENIX Collaboration / Physics Letters B 679 (2009)in321–329
particular, investigate the onset of color
couples to gluons, approaches the maximum possible
quarkonium photoproduction.
strength – the black disk limit – for Q2 ≤ 4 GeV2 .

Ph

Experiments at RHIC & LHC have begun

Clean access to high-energy
electroweak interactions
These values are relatively small, with an even smaller
Q2 for coupling to quarks, Q2 ∼ 1 GeV2 , making it
difficult to separate perturbative and nonperturbative
effects at small x and Q2 . Possible new directions
for further experimental investigation of this regime include higher energies, nuclear beams and studies of the
longitudinal virtual photon cross section, σL . The latter
two options were discussed for HERA [2, 3]. Unfortunately, it now seems that HERA will stop operating
in two years with no further measurements along these
lines except perhaps of σL . One might therefore expect
that experimental investigations in this direction would
end during
(a)the next decade.
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The purpose of this letter is to demonstrate that sev-
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FIG. 1: Diagram
(b) of dijet production by photon
where the photon carries momentum fraction

gluon carries momentum
x2 . The phot
Fig. 1. Lowest order Feynman diagrams for exclusive
of (a)
J /ψ and
(b) dielectrons,
Au + Aufraction
collisions.
eral of thephotoproduction
crucial directions
of HERA
research
can be in ultra-peripheral
dashed line are soft photons that may excite the nuclei but do not lead to particle production in the central rapidity region. Both diagrams contain a
occur when the nuclei are separated by impact parameters larger than the sum of the nuclear radii.
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▪

A nucleus moving at nearly the speed of light
has almost oftransverse
electromagnetic
fields; theDavis,
electricCA 95616, USA
Department
Physics, University
of California,
and magnetic fields have the same absolute value
are perpendicular
to each
other.Berkeley,
Therefore
an
andand
Nuclear
Science Division
LBNL,
CA 94720,
USA
observer can not distinguish between these transverse electromagnetic
fields and an equivalent swarm
of photons, see Fig-S.1 Equating the energy flux of the electromagnetic
fields through a transverse
plane
Sebastian White‡
with the energy content of the equivalent photon swarm yields the equivalent photon distribution n(w),
Department of Physics, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY 11973, USA
which tells how many photons with frequency w do occur. This derivation is presented in the first
Subsection.
(Dated: January 6, 2014)

Photon-pomeron:
Photo-nuclea
production
of calorimeter
vector(PbGl,
mesons
jet photoprod
18 X ) and two sectors
of lead-glass Čerenkov
3. Data analysis
9216 modules with 4 cm × 4 cm × 40 cm, 14.4 X ), at a radial disCharged particle tracking
in the nPDF
PHENIX cen
tance of ∼ 5 m from
the beam line.
(sensitivity
to nPDF)
(probe
on a combinatorial Hough transform in the track
The ultra-peripheral Au + Au events were tagged by neutron
0

0

detection at small forward angles in the ZDC. The ZDCs [31,32] are
hadronic calorimeters placed 18 m up- and down-stream of the
interaction point that measure the energy of the neutrons coming
from the Au⋆ Coulomb dissociation with ∼ 20% energy resolution
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pendicular to the beam direction). The polar an
from the position of the track in the PC outsid
reconstructed position of the collision vertex [35
sions, the collision vertex is reconstructed from t
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Experimental approach
▪

Exclusive final states → Exclusivity requirements are essential
▪
▪
▪

Many sub-detectors available in ATLAS
Outgoing ions escape into beampipe, protons can be tagged by AFP
Accounting for proton/ion dissociation is also important
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Outline
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▪

Exclusive dimuon production in ultraperipheral Pb+Pb collisions
at √sNN = 5.02 TeV with ATLAS [CERN-EP-2020-138]

▪

Measurement of light-by-light scattering and search for
axion-like particles with 2.2 nb−1 of Pb+Pb data with the ATLAS
detector [ATLAS-CONF-2020-010]

▪

Observation and measurement of forward proton scattering in
association with lepton pairs produced via the photon fusion
mechanism at ATLAS [ATLAS-CONF-2020-041]

▪

Observation of photon-induced WW production in pp collisions
at √s = 13 TeV using the ATLAS detector [ATLAS-CONF-2020-038]

M. Dyndal (on behalf of ATLAS)

Pb+Pb data
√sNN = 5.02 TeV

A set of new ATLAS measurements will be covered in this talk:

pp data
√s = 13 TeV

▪
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Exclusive dimuons in PbPb
▪

▪
▪

CERN-EP-2020-138

‘Standard candle’ process
▪

Good sensitivity for Pb EM formfactors → photon fluxes

▪

Sensitivity to probe higher-order corrections (FSR, Coulomb)

Events categorised wrt ZDC activity (0n0n, 0nXn, XnXn)
Signal and background modelling
▪

Signal: STARlight+Pythia8 (LO+FSR)

▪

Semi-coherent background (γ*γ→µµ): LPair 4.0 (pp)

ATLAS Preliminary
(*)
(*)
+
PbPb(γ γ ) → µ µ -(Pb Pb )
p > 4 GeV, |ηµ| < 2.4
T,µ
m µµ > 10 GeV, p
< 2 GeV
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Exclusive dimuons in PbPb
▪

Measuring differential cross sections
▪

As function of mµµ, |yµµ|, cos(θ*), Acoplanarity

▪

In reasonable agreement with STARlight+Pythia8

▪

Some disagreement seen mainly at large |yµµ|
→Translated into disagreement at low and high photon energies

CERN-EP-2020-138
ICHEP 2020
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Exclusive dimuons in PbPb
CERN-EP-2020-138

▪

Event fractions with activity in ZDC are also measured

ICHEP 2020

▪

Sensitive to extra Coulomb interactions between Pb ions
→ indirect probe of impact parameter in UPC

▪

Measurement needs correction for “EM pileup” contribution

▪

Observing less fragmentation in data vs STARlight

√
At a center of mass energy of sN N = 200 GeV per nucleon pair, the production cross section is expected to be
33,000 b, or 4,400 times the hadronic cross section [1, 2].
The electromagnetic fields are strong enough, with coupling Zα ≈ 0.6, (Z is the nuclear charge and α ≈ 1/137
the fine-structure constant), that conventional perturbative calculations of the process are questionable. Many
groups have studied higher-order calculations of pair production. Some early coupled-channel calculations predicted huge (order-of-magnitude) enhancements in the
cross section [3] compared to lowest-order perturbative
calculations.
Ivanov, Schiller and Serbo [4] followed the BetheMaximon approach [5], and found that at RHIC,
Coulomb corrections to account for pair production in the
electromagnetic potential of the ions reduce the cross section 25% below the lowest-order result. For high-energy
real photons incident on a heavy atom, these Coulomb
corrections are independent of the photon energy and
depend only weakly on the pair mass [5]. However, for
intermediate-energy photons, there is a pair-mass depen-

M. Dyndal (on behalf of ATLAS)
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FIG. 1: Schematic QED lowest-order diagram for e+ e−
duction accompanied by mutual Coulomb excitation.
dashed line shows the factorization into mutual Coulomb
citation and e+ e− production.

moderate impact parameter collisions (2RA < b <≈
fm) [13, 14]. Except for the common impact parame
the mutual Coulomb dissociation is independent of
e+ e− productionfusion
[15, 16].atThe
cross section is
7
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LbyL scattering in PbPb
▪

Rare O(αEM4) process
▪

▪

▪

▪

Sensitive to BSM physics

Original idea:
PRL 111 (2013) 080405

Previous LHC measurements:
▪

2015 data: ATLAS & CMS (~4σ evidence)

▪

2018 data: ATLAS (8.2σ observation)

ATLAS, Nat. Phys. 13 (2017) 852
CMS, PLB 797 (2019) 134826
ATLAS, PRL 123 (2019) 052001

The new analysis covers:
▪

Exploration of full Run-2 Pb+Pb dataset

▪

Differential cross-section measurement

▪

Search for axion-like particles

Detectors are pushed to the limits
▪

Very low ET photons (ET >2.5 GeV)

▪

Track veto (pT >100 MeV)
+ pixel track veto (pT >50 MeV)

ATLAS-CONF-2020-010

SR CR
ICHEP 2020
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LbyL scattering in PbPb
▪

▪

ATLAS-CONF-2020-010

Backgrounds
▪

Dominated by misid γγ→ee and CEP γγ production

▪

Estimated using data-driven methods

Cross section measurement

ICHEP 2020

▪

Fiducial and differential (mγγ, |yγγ|, |cos(θ*)|, average pTγ) cross sections

▪

Fiducial cross section about 1.7σ higher than the predictions
[PRC 93 (2016) 044907, EPJC 79 (2019) 39]

M. Dyndal (on behalf of ATLAS)
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LbyL interpretation: ALP limits
▪

▪

Idea: search for new γγ→a→γγ resonances
▪

Background includes SM LbyL, CEP γγ and ee

▪

ALP signal generated with STARlight for various ma

ATLAS-CONF-2020-010

Limits on σγγ→a→γγ are extracted

ICHEP 2020

▪

Limits on σ are cast into limits on aγγ coupling (1/Λa)

▪

Assuming Br(a→γγ)=1 provide the most stringent
ALP constraints (6< ma <100 GeV)

M. Dyndal (on behalf of ATLAS)
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The ATLAS Forward Proton (AFP) detector
▪
▪

Detectors are housed in Roman Pots (x4, two in each side:
±205 m and ±217 m from the ATLAS IP)
Near station
▪

▪

Silicon Tracker with 4 planes (336 × 80 pixels per plane, 50 × 250 µm2 pitch)

Far station
▪

▪

ATLAS-TDR-024

Silicon Tracker + Time-Of-Flight detector (16 Cherenkov Quartz bars)

Full AFP installation successful in April 2017
▪

Participation in most LHC fills in 2017
Near station
ATLAS central
detector

Far station

ICHEP 2020
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Exclusive dileptons with AFP proton tag
▪

Goal: observe (γγ→l+l-) + p and measure cross-section
▪

ATLAS-CONF-2020-041

Exclusive and S-diss are treated as signal

▪

Dataset: 14.6 fb-1 of 13 TeV pp data

▪

Pioneering performance work is
performed to understand new detector

Exclusive

Single-dissociative
(S-diss)

▪

Proton reconstruction: proton transport function based on MAD-X simulation

▪

Reconstruction efficiencies: T&P method between Near and Far stations

▪

Detector alignment: BLMs + in-situ corrections based on selected dimuon events

▪

More details in J. Liu’s
talk on AFP performance
(Jul 30, link)

ξAFP = 1 − Ep /Ebeam
key observables!
ICHEP 2020
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Exclusive dileptons with AFP proton tag
▪

▪

Background
▪

Dominated by Drell-Yan (DY) +pileup proton
combinatorics

▪

Fully data-driven method is used
(event mixing + sideband fit in |ξAFP−ξll|>0.005)

▪

Validated in 70< mll <105 GeV region

Signal events required to pass |ξAFP−ξll|<0.005
▪

Kinematic
matching

▪

Cleans events
from inclusive
background

ATLAS-CONF-2020-041
ICHEP 2020
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Exclusive dileptons with AFP proton tag
▪

Fiducial cross-sections measured in the region ξ ∈ [0.035,0.08]
▪

Event kinematics in SR in agreement with expectations

SR

▪

ATLAS-CONF-2020-041

SR

Results are compared to proton soft survival models:
slightly different phase-space
between ee and µµ

[30] Eur. Phys. J. C 76 (2016) 9
[31] Phys. Lett. B 741 (2015) 66
ICHEP 2020
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γγ→WW measurement in pp
▪

Rare electroweak process that probes SM γγWW vertex

▪

New measurement exploits full Run-2 pp dataset

▪
▪

▪

Follow-up of Run-1 “evidence” measurements:
ATLAS PRD 94 (2016) 032011,
CMS JHEP 1608 (2016) 119

▪

Tag e±µ∓ pairs with pT eµ > 30 GeV (pT eµ as a MET proxy)

▪

Key signature: No tracks near lepton vertex
(note no AFP tag is used)

Main background: QCD-induced WW
Main challenge: Physics modelling of events
with small particle activity (UE, pileup, …)
SR

CR

ATLAS-CONF-2020-038
ICHEP 2020
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γγ→WW measurement in pp
▪

Nch modelling corrections

ATLAS-CONF-2020-038

▪

Underlying event correction: reweight inclusive WW and DY ττ backgrounds such that
Nch spectrum matches data (weights derived in Z-peak region)

▪

Pileup correction: correct for PU tracks randomly associated with the interaction
vertex (data-driven z0 sampling technique is employed)
Z→ll events

ICHEP 2020
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γγ→WW measurement in pp
▪

Dedicated signal corrections

ICHEP 2020

ATLAS-CONF-2020-038

▪

Exclusive efficiency (Ntrk = 0) in MC signal corrected using z0 sampling technique

▪

Baseline signal MC includes only fully elastic contribution
→ Ntrk = 0 events corrected with dissociative SF (3.59±0.15) using γγ→l+l- events
for mll > 2mW

M. Dyndal (on behalf of ATLAS)
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γγ→WW measurement in pp
▪

Simultaneous fit performed to yields in SR and 3 CRs
▪

▪

ATLAS-CONF-2020-038

CRs used to constrain inclusive WW and DY ττ

307 events observed in SR (132 background events expected)
▪

γγ→WW observed with a significance of 8.4σ (6.7σ expected)

▪

Measured fiducial cross-section: 3.13 ±0.31(stat.) ±0.28(syst.) fb

▪

Theory predictions (MG5+Pythia8 based) lie in the range of 2.1 and 2.6 fb
▪

Depending on the choice of soft survival model

CR1
ICHEP 2020

CR2
M. Dyndal (on behalf of ATLAS)

CR3 SR
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Summary
▪

Rich physics program of two-photon interactions at the LHC
▪
▪

▪

At the ‘boundary’ of electroweak, forward and heavy-ion physics
Measurements utilise both pp and Pb+Pb dataset

Diverse set of measurements performed with ATLAS, including:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

ICHEP 2020

Observation of new SM processes (γγ→WW scattering)
Precision (differential) cross section measurements
Non-standard BSM searches
First proton-tagged photon collisions observed with new AFP detector
This is clearly way beyond “simple QED testing”
Excellent groundwork for future, more detailed studies → stay tuned!
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Backup
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γγ→WW measurement in pp

ICHEP 2020
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Exclusive dileptons with AFP proton tag
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